
SANTISIMA TRINIDAD 3YO
The name of the rum comes from the Spanish Navy sailing ship "Santisima Trinidad", which for
years was considered the world's tallest ship. Launched in 1769, this launch caused terror
among British and transport organizations. To this day, in Spanish-speaking culture, it is a symbol
of greatness and the fight for one's faith and culture.

Santísima Trinidad is made with aguardiente liqueur, like all Cuban rums. It gives the rum a more
nuanced character than ten from anywhere else in the world. However, our aguardiente is of
exceptional quality. It comes from selected molasses and undergoes a long aging and ripening
process. Time gives the rum more delicate and delicate flavors. we say that Santísima Trinidad is
the first liquid Cuban rum.

Created through a two-stage aging process, both in American white oak barrels. In the first
stage, aguardiente liqueur is aged for a year and a half. In the second stage, the base rums are
aged for 1 to 6 years until the desired flavor and aroma profile is achieved.
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SANTISIMA TRINIDAD 7YO
The name of the rum comes from the Spanish Navy sailing ship "Santisima Trinidad", which for
years was considered the world's tallest ship. Launched in 1769, this launch caused terror
among British and transport organizations. To this day, in Spanish-speaking culture, it is a symbol
of greatness and the fight for one's faith and culture.

Santísima Trinidad is made with aguardiente liqueur, like all Cuban rums. It gives the rum a more
nuanced character than ten from anywhere else in the world. However, our aguardiente is of
exceptional quality. It comes from selected molasses and undergoes a long aging and ripening
process. Time gives the rum more delicate and delicate flavors. we say that Santísima Trinidad is
the first liquid Cuban rum.

The result of two stages of aging. First aged in barrels for at least 4 years, and then aged again
for 5 to 9 years in American oak barrels. These rums will be used in different proportions
depending on age to get the best flavor and aroma.
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SANTISIMA TRINIDAD 15YO
The name of the rum comes from the Spanish Navy sailing ship "Santisima Trinidad", which for
years was considered the world's tallest ship. Launched in 1769, this launch caused terror
among British and transport organizations. To this day, in Spanish-speaking culture, it is a symbol
of greatness and the fight for one's faith and culture.

Santísima Trinidad is made with aguardiente liqueur, like all Cuban rums. It gives the rum a more
nuanced character than ten from anywhere else in the world. However, our aguardiente is of
exceptional quality. It comes from selected molasses and undergoes a long aging and ripening
process. Time gives the rum more delicate and delicate flavors. we say that Santísima Trinidad is
the first liquid Cuban rum.

In the first stage, the aguardiente liqueur is aged for at least 4 years before being blended. In the
second stage, these base rums, are aged in our cellars for 3, 7,15 or 25 years to achieve the
desired flavor and aroma. This new, very mature rum is stored continuously in the same barrels.
To achieve a fullness and depth of rum with a rounded finish, the rums go into a third barrel
where they achieve the final blend.
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